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Abstract
Interdomain routing on the internet is performed using route preference policies speciﬁed
independently and arbitrarily by each autonomous system (AS) in the network. These policies
are used in the border gateway protocol (BGP) by each AS when selecting next-hop choices for
routes to each destination. Conﬂicts between policies used by diﬀerent ASs can lead to routing
instabilities that, potentially, cannot be resolved regardless of how long BGPruns.
The stable paths problem (SPP) is an abstract graph theoretic model of the problem of
selecting next-hop routes for a destination. A solution to this problem is a set of next-hop
choices, one for each AS, that is compatible with the policies of each AS. In a stable solution each
AS has selected its best next-hop if the next-hop choices of all neighbors are ﬁxed. BGPcan be
viewed as a distributed algorithm for ﬁnding a stable solution to an SPP instance.
In this report we consider a particular restricted variant of SPP, which we call ⟨ , ,ℎ⟩-SPP,
in which there exist three or more diﬀerent node policies based on aggregation of edge weights.
We show that this variant is NP-complete.
1 An Abstract Graph Model of Networks
Consider a particular abstract model of a communication network  , with a single distinguished
node   (the “destination node”) and three disjoint groups of nodes – the set  □ of square nodes, the
set  ∘ of round nodes, and the set  ⋄ of diamond nodes – corresponding to three diﬀerent routing
policies:
  = ⟨ , , ⟩ where
  = { }∪ □ ∪  ∘ ∪  ⋄ the set of nodes
  ⊆   ×   the set of edges
  = { □, ∘, ⋄} the set of weight (or cost) functions
For every node   ∈   we assume there is a directed path from   to  .I f  contains cycles, there
may exist inﬁnitely many paths from   to  .
The symbol # ranges over {□,∘,⋄}. Each of the weight functions  # is a total function from   to
positive integers. Every node   ∈  # aims at opening a minimum-weight path to   according to its
routing policy, i.e. the routing policy associated with  #. Thus, every edge ( , )f r o mn o d e  to
node   in the network is labelled with three positive integers:  □( , ),  ∘( , )a n d ⋄( , ),
1where  #( ,  )i st h eweight (or the cost or some other measure to be minimized) of sending a
message along ( , ) for #-nodes, with # ∈{ □,∘,⋄}.
Remark 1.1. The preceding formulation, using only 3 routing policies, is a simpliﬁcation that makes
it easier to focus on the essential part of a proof, or on what appears the main obstacle in resolving an
open problem – in addition to making graph ﬁgures friendlier to read, with nodes easily recognized
by their shapes (square, round, and diamond). Additional comments on our formulation:
1. All results can be extended to networks   with an arbitrary number   ⩾ 3 of routing policies,
expressed by partitioning the nodes of   into   disjoint groups and labelling each edge of  
with   weights.
2. The case of a network  with   ⩽ 2 routing policies needs to be analyzed diﬀerently. It appears
to raise problems, or allows for simpliﬁcations, not encountered in the case when   ⩾ 3.
3. Most of our results and examples use at most 3 routing policies. On occasion we need to
consider a 4-th routing policy, as in the proof of Theorem 5.2. But this is primarily for the
purpose of not burdening an already complicated construction.
4. A network   with   ⩽ 2 routing policies is one that mentions only 1 or 2 of the 3 kinds of
nodes (square, round and diamond). If   = 1, we use only square nodes. If   =2 ,w eu s eo n l y
square and round nodes.
5. We choose to have the distinguished node  , the ”destination node”, outside the set  □∪ ∘∪ ⋄,
i.e.   is not associated with any of the routing policies, and this is why we do not place   in
a square, round or diamond box in ﬁgures. This is just a convenience, on which none of the
results (or conjectures or open problems) depends.
Notation 1.2. We use the letter “ ”( r e s p . “  ”, resp. “ ”), appropriately decorated, to name
nodes in the set  □ (resp.  ∘,r e s p .  ⋄). We use the letters “ ”, “  ”a n d“  ”, appropriately
decorated, as variables ranging over the set of all nodes   = { }∪ □ ∪  ∘ ∪  ⋄.
Deﬁnition 1.3. A conﬁguration ℂ of a network   is a spanning tree of   rooted at  , with all
paths directed from the leaf nodes of ℂ to  . For every node   ∈   , the path from   to   according
to ℂ is denoted ℂ( ), written as a sequence of nodes:
ℂ( )= 0  1 ⋅⋅⋅   
for some   ⩾ 0, where   =  0,   =    and (  ,   +1) ∈   for every 0 ⩽  <  .T h r e ew e i g h t sa r e
associated with the path ℂ( ), one for every # ∈{ □,∘,⋄}:
weight# (ℂ( )) =  #( 0,  1)+ #( 1,  2)+⋅⋅⋅+  #(  −1,   )
If   =  0 =    =  , we pose weight# (ℂ( )) = 0.
A conﬁguration ℂ of network   is stable just in case it satisﬁes the following condition for every
# ∈{ □,∘,⋄} and every   ∈  #:
weight# (ℂ( )) ⩽ min{  #( , )+weight# (ℂ(  )) ∣( , ) ∈  }
22 Problems
We pose several problems, each a restriction of the same generic problem, namely, the examination
of conditions under which networks have stable conﬁgurations. Throughout, an “eﬃcient” algorithm
means one that runs in time which is a low-degree polynomial (in the input size). Speciﬁc instances
of this problem are:
1. Let   be an arbitrary network, as deﬁned in Section 1.
(a) Determine eﬃciently whether   has a stable conﬁguration.
(b) If   has a stable conﬁguration, deﬁne protocols (i.e. algorithms) to construct eﬃciently
such a conﬁguration.
2. Restrict the problem in part 1 above to a network   with 1 or 2 routing policies.
3. Restrict the problem in part 1, or part 2 above, to the case when we are given 3 upper
bounds  □,  ∘ and  ⋄ on the weights of paths to  . Speciﬁcally, we want to determine
a stable conﬁguration ℂ with the additional requirement that for every node   ∈  # where
# ∈{ □,∘,⋄},w eh a v eweight# (ℂ( )) ⩽  #.
4. Consider a network   with two disjoint sets of nodes – the set  □ of square nodes and the
set  ∘ of round nodes. Assume  □ ﬁxed and we want to determine  ∘ so that: (1)  ∘
satisﬁes some yet-to-be-speciﬁed constraint, and (2)   has a stable conﬁguration. The yet-to-
be-speciﬁed constraint may depend on  □; for example, it can be the constraint modeled by
an (eﬃciently computed) function   which, for every positive integer  , returns a ﬁnite set (or
interval) of positive integers, with the requirement that for every ( , ) ∈  :
 ∘( , ) ∈  ( □( , ))
Can we deﬁne  ∘ subject to this constraint so that   has a stable conﬁguration?
3E x a m p l e s
Several examples that are useful in understanding some of the complications encountered.
Example 3.1. Figure 1 is a network with 2 routing policies, which does not stabilize if, at each
time unit,   and   simultaneously oﬀer to each other their respective current path to destination  .
This is what happens if we use the BGPprotocol algorithm, adapted to our abstract graph model.
(The actual BGPprotocol depends on several speciﬁc parameters that are not directly represented
in our model.) Nevertheless, it is easy to see the network does have 2 stable conﬁgurations, namely:
(1) the conﬁguration that makes   go to   directly and   to   via  , and (2) the conﬁguration that
makes   go to   directly and   to   via  . Neither of these two conﬁgurations is constructed by
the BGPprotocol algorithm.
Example 3.2. Figure 2 is a network with 2 routing policies which has no stable conﬁgurations. This
fact can be veriﬁed by exhaustively checking all conﬁgurations of the network – a total of 15 in this
case. However, we conjecture that for networks with 2 routing policies, it is possible to eﬃciently
determine whether or not they have stable conﬁgurations. (For networks with 3 or more routing
policies, such a determination is an NP-complete problem; this is stated in Theorem 5.2.)
3Figure 1: Network with exactly two stable con-
ﬁgurations: (1)   goes to   directly and   goes
to   via  ,( 2 )  goes to   directly and   goes
to   via  . Neither of these two is constructed
by the BGPprotocol algorithm.
Figure 2: Network with 2 routing policies and
no stable conﬁgurations.
Example 3.3. Figure 3 and Figure 4 are two networks with 3 routing policies, which have no stable
conﬁgurations. This fact can be veriﬁed by exhaustively checking all conﬁgurations of these network
– 7 of them for each of the two. These two networks play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 5.2;
the second is obtained from the ﬁrst by dividing by 2 all weights greater than 1. For later reference,
we call them   unstable and  
′
unstable, respectively.
Example 3.4. Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7, are three networks, each with exactly one stable
conﬁguration, obtained by mixing the weights in the two networks in Example 3.3, in one of three
possible ways. That the exhibited conﬁguration in each of the three ﬁgures is stable is easy to check.
Understanding these is helpful in following the proof of Theorem 5.2.
4 Positive Results
Theorem 4.1. Let   be a network with exactly one routing policy, i.e.   contains only square
nodes (or, equivalently, the 3 weight functions in { □, ∘, ⋄} are equal). Then   always has a
stable conﬁguration which, moreover, can be constructed eﬃciently, i.e. in low-degree polynomial
time.
Theorem 4.2. Let   = ⟨ , , ⟩ be a network whose underlying graph is acyclic, i.e. the graph
speciﬁed by the pair ⟨ , ⟩ is a dag. Then   has a stable conﬁguration.
The proof of the preceding theorem is an existential proof, it does not deﬁne a procedure to ﬁnd
a stable conﬁguration. Nevertheless, by invoking Theorem 4.2
4Figure 3: Network with 3 routing policies and no
stable conﬁgurations, called   unstable for later
reference.
Figure 4: Network with 3 routing policies and no
stable conﬁgurations, called  
′
unstable for later
reference and obtained from   unstable in Fig-
ure 3 by dividing by 2 all weights greater than 1
(shown in enclosing ellipses).
Figure 5: Network with
3 routing policies and ex-
actly one stable conﬁguration
(in boldface), called   stable
for later reference, obtained
by mixing the weights of
  unstable in Figure 3 and
 
′
unstable in Figure 4.
Figure 6: Network with
3 routing policies and ex-
actly one stable conﬁguration
(in boldface), called  
′
stable
for later reference, obtained
by mixing the weights of
  unstable in Figure 3 and
 
′
unstable in Figure 4.
Figure 7: Network with
3 routing policies and ex-
actly one stable conﬁguration
(in boldface), called  
′′
stable
for later reference, obtained
by mixing the weights of
  unstable in Figure 3 and
 
′
unstable in Figure 4.
5Algorithm 4.3. Let   = ⟨ , , ⟩ be a network whose underlying graph is acyclic, i.e. the
graph speciﬁed by the pair ⟨ , ⟩ is a dag. We can construct a stable conﬁguration in   in time
 ((  +  ) ⋅  ) where   = ∣  ∣ and   = ∣ ∣.
5 Negative Results
The results in this section are “negative” in that they show some computational problems to be
NP-complete, and therefore (most probably) beyond resolution by any eﬃcient algorithm, current
or future.
The next lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 5.2 together with the networks shown in Figures 5,
6, 7 and 10. The proof consists in building a network  ( ) from a directed graph  ,w h e r et h e
in-degree of every vertex is at most 3, such that   is Hamiltonian iﬀ ( ) has a stable conﬁguration.
Lemma 5.1. Let   be a directed graph, where the in-degree of every vertex ⩽ 3. Whether   has a
Hamiltonian circuit is an NP-complete problem.
Theorem 5.2. Let   be a network with (at least)3 routing policies. Whether   has a stable
conﬁguration is an NP-complete problem.
Remark 5.3. We ﬁrst present a preliminary proof of Theorem 5.2; it is preliminary in that it is for
a weaker version of the result, namely, for networks with at least 4 routing policies. This preliminary
proof is already quite involved, but is necessary in order to understand the proof of the theorem as
stated, which we present right after the ﬁrst.
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6AP r o o f s
A.1 Proof of Lemma 5.1
Let   range over the set of undirected graphs where every node has degree at most 3. Whether
such a graph   has a Hamiltonian circuit is an NP-complete problem [1]. This implies whether an
arbitrary directed graph where the in-degree and the out-degree of every node ⩽ 3 has a Hamiltonian
circuit is an NP-complete problem. This implies our lemma.
A.2 Preliminary Proof of Theorem 5.2
This is a “preliminary” proof in that it establishes the desired NP-completeness for networks with
at least 4 (rather than 3) routing policies. Though it involves a somewhat complicated construction,
it is more transparent than the actual proof of Theorem 5.2, presented in Section A.3 below, which
reﬁnes it.
Let   be a directed graph where every node has in-degree ⩽ 3. We shall construct a network
 ( )f r o m  eﬃciently, i.e. in polynomial time (in fact in logarithmic space), such that   has
a Hamiltonian circuit iﬀ  ( ) has a stable conﬁguration. This will imply the theorem. The
construction of  ( ) is in 3 stages: (1) We ﬁrst construct an intermediary graph  ′ from  ,( 2 )
we then construct what we call the “node substitutes”, i.e. the subgraphs that will be substituted
for the nodes in  ′, and (3) we ﬁnally construct  ( ) by assembling and connecting all the node
substitutes. We can assume that every node in   is accessible from every other node in  ,o t h e r w i s e
we can immediately determine that   does not have a Hamiltonian circuit; this implies, in particular,
that every node has at least one incoming edge and at least one outgoing edge.
Construction of  ′
For convenience, let   = ⟨{1,2,..., }, ⟩, i.e.   has   ⩾ 1 nodes denoted by the natural numbers
from 1 to   and   ⊆{ 1,..., }×{ 1,..., }. We ﬁrst deﬁne a new graph  ′ from   by splitting
node 1 into two nodes, say 1 and 1′, adding a new edge (1,1′)f r o m1t o1 ′, and leaving the rest of
  untouched. Speciﬁcally, let:
 ′ = ⟨{1,1′,2,..., }, ′⟩ where
 ′ = {(1,1′)}∪
{( ,1)∣( ,1) ∈  }∪{ (1′, )∣(1, ) ∈  }∪
  ∩{ 2,..., }×{ 2,..., }
It is easy to see that   has a Hamiltonian circuit iﬀ  ′ has a Hamiltonian path that starts at node 1′
and ends at node 1. By hypothesis, every node in   has at most 3 incoming edges, and this property
is inherited by  ′.
Construction of The Node Substitutes
The desired network  ( ) is obtained by replacing every node   ∈{ 1,2,..., } – but not the new
node 1′ –i n ′ by a 10-node graph of the form shown in Figure 10 and denoted NodeSubstitute( ).
The only node omitted from this substitution is node 1′, which simply becomes node  (1′)i n
7 ( ). Figure 10 corresponds to the case when node   has exactly three incoming edges – namely,
{( , ),( , ),( , )} – and one or more outgoing edges – namely, {( , ),...,( , )}.
If the node   ∈{ 1,2,..., } has only one or two incoming edges in  ′ –s a y ,{( , )} or {( , ),( , )},
resp. – we simply omit the other subgraphs in the construction – namely, the subgraph consisting
of the nodes { ( ), ′( ), ′′( ), ( ), ′( ),  ′′( )} or { ( ), ′( ),  ′′( )},r e s p . ,t o g e t h e rw i t ha l lt h e
edges they touch. These cases are not shown in Figure 10.
Consider the subgraph NodeSubstitute( )o f ( ), as shown in Figure 10. It shows the case
when node   has exactly three incoming edges, with the following correspondence:
∙ Edge ( , )i n ′ is mapped to edge ( ( ),  ′′( )) in  ( ).
∙ Edge ( , )i n ′ is mapped to edge ( ( ),  ′′( )) in  ( ).
∙ Edge ( , )i n ′ is mapped to edge ( ( ),  ′′( )) in  ( ).
Each of the edges outgoing from node  ,s a y(  , ), in  ′ is mapped to an edge “from  ( )t o
NodeSubstitute( )” in  ( ), as shown in Figure 10. This means ( , )i sm a p p e dt oa ne d g e“ f r o m
 ( ) to one of the 3 nodes in { ′′( ),  ′′( ),  ′′( )}” – it does not matter which of the 3 – which
are the 3 entry points of NodeSubstitute( ). A few additional clariﬁcations about the construction of
NodeSubstitute( ):
1. For every   ∈{ 2,3,..., },n o d e ( ) has exactly 4 (or 5 or 6, resp.) incoming edges, if node
  in   has 1 (or 2 or 3, resp.) incoming edges; and  ( ) has exactly as many outgoing edges
as   has outgoing edges in  . In order to exit NodeSubstitute( ), a path must use one of the
following:
∙ One of the outgoing edges of  ( ). Call these the forward exits of NodeSubstitute( ).
∙ One of the 3 edges directly linked to destination  (1). Call these the upward exits of
NodeSubstitute( ), namely, ( ′′( ),  (1)) or ( ′′( ),  (1)) or ( ′′( ),  (1)).
∙ One of the 3 edges directly linked to  (1′). Call these the backward exits of NodeSubstitute( ),
namely, ( ′( ),  (1′)) or ( ′( ),  (1′)) or ( ′( ),  (1′)).
A path that enters and exits NodeSubstitute( ), and touches  ( ), must contain one of the
following 3 paths as a subpath:
∙  ( )  ′′( )  ′( )  ( )
∙  ( )  ′′( )  ′( )  ( )
∙  ( )  ′′( )  ′( )  ( )
Observe that the total weight of these 3 paths is the same, namely, 6/6/6/3–t h a ti s ,6
according to the three ﬁrst metrics (“square”, “round”, “diamond”) and 3 according to a new
fourth metric (called “bullet”).
2. Node  (1) has between 4 and 6 incoming edges, part of the deﬁnition of NodeSubstitute(1), in
addition to as many incoming edges as there are upward exits in
NodeSubstitute(1) , ... , NodeSubstitute( ),
8in addition to the single backward edge ( (1′),  (1)). Although  ′ contains the edge (1,1′), we
omit the corresponding edge ( (1),  (1′)) in  ( ), as it plays no role in the reduction. There
is no outgoing edges from  (1).
3. Node  (1′) has as many incoming edges as there are backward exits in
NodeSubstitute(1) , ... , NodeSubstitute( ).
And  (1′) has as many outgoing edges as node 1′ has in  ′ (equivalently, as node 1 has in  )
plus the single edge ( (1′),  (1)).
Every NodeSubstitute( ) includes as a subgraph a copy of   unstable, the inherently unstable network
of Figure 3, as shown in Figure 10. Moreover, if some or all of the 3 edges
{( ′( ),  ( )), ( ′( ),  ( )), ( ′( ),  ( ))}
are included in a conﬁguration ℂ,t h e nℂ will cover the nodes of a subgraph of NodeSubstitute( )
which is equivalent (in its stability properties) to:
∙   stable of Figure 5, if edge ( ′( ),  ( )) are included but not edges ( ′( ),  ( )) and ( ′( ),  ( )).
∙  
′
stable of Figure 6, if edge ( ′( ),  ( )) are included but not edges ( ′( ),  ( )) and ( ′( ),  ( )).
∙  
′′
stable of Figure 7, if edge ( ′( ),  ( )) are included but not edges ( ′( ),  ( )) and ( ′( ),  ( )).
∙  
′
unstable of Figure 4, if any 2 or 3 edges in {( ′( ),  ( )), ( ′( ),  ( )), ( ′( ),  ( ))} are
included.
In the ﬁrst of the four cases above, this is so because the total weights along the path   =
“ ( )  ′( )  ( )” are:
weight□ ( )=5 , weight∘ ( )=1 0 , weight⋄ ( )=1 0 ,
and the total weights along the path   =“  ( )  ′( )  ( )” are:
weight□ ( )=1 0 , weight∘ ( )=5 , weight⋄ ( )=1 0 ,
corresponding to the weights of the edges ( , )a n d(  , )i nn e t w o r k  stable which has exactly one
stable conﬁguration, namely, the path “     ” – which becomes the path “ ( )  ( )  ( )  ′( )  ( )”
in NodeSubstitute( ). A similar explanation applies to each of the the second, third, and fourth case
above.
Construction of  ( )
 ( ) is constructed by assembling together
NodeSubstitute(1),NodeSubstitute(2),...,NodeSubstitute( ),
adding the node  (1′), and adding all the edges as speciﬁed in points 1, 2 and 3 above.
9We need to designate the kind of all the nodes in { (1), (1′), (2),..., ( )}, which we take to
be a new 4-th kind, called “bullet”, distinct from the three earlier kinds (“square”, “round” and
“diamond”).
We also need to assign weights according to the 4 metrics – square, round, diamond, bullet – to
all the edges. These weight assignments are shown in Figure 10, except for one weight assignment
still to be determined, namely, that of edge ( (1′),  (1)) which we set to:
 □( (1′),  (1)) = 1,  ∘( (1′),  (1)) = 1,  ⋄( (1′),  (1)) = 1,  ∙( (1′),  (1)) = 1+ 3⋅ 
which is written “1/1/1/1+3⋅  ” in our shorthand notation. Thus the weight assignment of
( (1′),  (1)) – speciﬁcally, its ∙-weight – is the only one that depends on the size   of the graph
 . Informally, the purpose of this weight assignment is this: If node  (1′) reaches destination  (1)
directly via the backward edge ( (1′),  (1)) rather than through a sequence of forward edges and/or
upward edges, then in a stable conﬁguration, all the nodes  ′( ),  ′( )a n d ′( ) will want to reach
 (1) via the backward edges and through node  (1′).
This completes the construction of the network  ( ) . I tr e m a i n st os h o wt h a t :   has a
Hamiltonian cycle iﬀ  ( ) has a stable conﬁguration.
Proof of: If   has a Hamiltonian cycle then  ( ) has a stable conﬁguration
Suppose   has a Hamiltonian cycle. Then, by the construction of  ′,w ea l s oh a v et h a t ′ has
a Hamiltonian path   from node 1′ to node 1, from which we show how to construct a stable
conﬁguration ℂ of  ( ). Path   can be speciﬁed by:
  = ℓ1 ℓ2 ...ℓ   ℓ +1 where
ℓ1 =1 ′,ℓ  +1 =1 , {ℓ2,...,ℓ  } = {2,3,..., } and
(ℓ −1,ℓ  ) ∈  ′ for every 1 < ⩽   +1 .
Consider an arbitrary edge (ℓ,ℓ′) ∈{ (ℓ1,ℓ 2), (ℓ2,ℓ 3),..., (ℓ ,ℓ  +1)}. The desired conﬁguration ℂ
will include a suitably deﬁned spanning forest, call it ℂℓ′, that covers the nodes of NodeSubstitute(ℓ′).
Since (ℓ,ℓ′)i sa ne d g eo f ′, there must be an edge from  (ℓ)t oNodeSubstitute(ℓ′). With no loss of
generality suppose this edge enters NodeSubstitute(ℓ′)a tn o d e ′′(ℓ′). (The case when the edge from
 (ℓ)e n t e r sNodeSubstitute(ℓ′)a tn o d e ′′(ℓ′)o rn o d e ′′(ℓ′) is treated similarly.) The case when
(ℓ,ℓ′)=(  , ) is illustrated in Figure 11. The spanning forest ℂ ,w i t h  ∈{ ℓ2,...,ℓ  +1}, consists of
4 paths which covers all the nodes of NodeSubstitute( ):
 ( )  ′′( )  ′( )  ( ) corresponds to edge ( , )o f ,
 ( )  ( )  ( )  ′( )  ( ) covers the nodes  ( ),  ( )a n d ( ),
 ′( )  ′′( )  (1) connects “unused” nodes  ′( )a n d ′′( ) upward to  (1),
 ′( )  ′′( )  (1) connects “unused” nodes  ′( )a n d ′′( ) upward to  (1).
ℂ  is shown in Figure 11. The desired conﬁguration ℂ is obtained by collecting together ℂℓ2, ℂℓ3,
..., ℂℓ+1. It is straightforward to check that ℂ is stable, using the weights shown in Figure 10.
10Proof of: If  ( ) has a stable conﬁguration then   has a Hamiltonian cycle
Suppose  ( ) has a stable conﬁguration ℂ, from which we shall construct a Hamiltonian path  
from 1′ to 1 in  ′. The latter will imply that   has a Hamiltonian cycle, the desired conclusion.
Because ℂ is a conﬁguration, i.e. a spanning tree with all paths directed from the leaf nodes to the
root node  (1), we must have:
1. For every   ∈{ 1′,2,3,..., }, ℂ contains exactly one of the edges outgoing from  ( ), because
in a spanning tree, every node other than the root has exactly one outgoing edge. This edge
connects  ( ) to one of the 3 entry nodes of NodeSubstitute( )f o rs o m e  ∈{ 1,2,..., }.
2. For every   ∈{ 1,2,..., }, because ℂ is also stable, ℂ must contain exactly one of the 3
following edges: ( ′( ),  ( )), ( ′( ),  ( )), or ( ′( ),  ( )) – if it contains 0, 2 or all 3, of these
edges, ℂ is unstable, from the observations at the end of the construction of NodeSubstitute( ).
3. Because ℂ is stable, ℂ cannot include the edge ( (1′),  (1)) with weight assignment “1/1/1/1+
3 ⋅  ”. Indeed, if ℂ did include this edge, then every node in the set:
{ ′( )∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }∪{  ′( )∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }∪{  ′( )∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }
would have to reach destination node  (1) via the backward edges and through node  (1′). But
this would make every NodeSubstitute( ) unstable, as implied by the preceding point. Hence,
ℂ cannot include the edge ( (1′),  (1)) and  (1′)m u s tr e a c h (1) via a sequence of forward
and/or upward edges.
4. Because ℂ is stable, the path ℂ( (1′)) cannot in fact include upward edges, because the ∙-
weight of the latter is “$”, a large number strictly larger than  ∙( (1′), (1)) = 1+3⋅ . Hence,
ℂ( (1′)) must be a sequence of forward edges only, and thus of the form:
ℂ( (1′)) =  (ℓ1)  1  1  (ℓ2)  2  2  (ℓ3) ⋅⋅⋅        (ℓ +1)
where ℓ1 =1 ′, ℓ +1 =1 ,  ⩽   and every consecutive pair “     ” must be a member of the
set:
{“ ′′( )  ′( )”∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }∪{ “ ′′( )  ′( )”∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }∪{ “ ′′( )  ′( )”∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }
for every 1 ⩽   ⩽  .T h e∙-weight of every forward edge being 1, we have weight∙ (ℂ( (1′))) =
3 ⋅  , a number strictly less than  ∙( (1′), (1)) = 1 + 3 ⋅   (which is as it should be, since ℂ
is stable).
We claim that, in fact,   =  , i.e. every node in { (1′), (1), (2),..., ( )} occurs in the path
ℂ( (1′)). Suppose the contrary, and we will get a contradiction. Consider therefore some node  ( )
not occurring in the path ℂ( (1′)). Node  ( ) is the forward exit of NodeSubstitute( ). Because ℂ
is stable, it must be that exactly one of the following 3 edges of NodeSubstitute( ) is part of ℂ:
( ′( ),  ( )), ( ′( ),  ( )), ( ′( ),  ( ))
With no loss of generality, assume it is the ﬁrst of these 3 edges, i.e. ( ′( ),  ( )) is in ℂ while both
( ′( ),  ( )) and ( ′( ),  ( )) are not. This in turn implies that the edge ( ′′( ),  ′( )) is in ℂ
11too, otherwise ( ′′( ),  (1)) would instead be in ℂ and  ′( ) would want to reach  (1) via the path
“ ′( )  ′′( )  (1)”, contrary to assumption. Thus ℂ( ′′( )) is of the form:
ℂ( ′′( )) =  ′′( )  ′( )  ( )  
for a path   connecting  ( )t o (1). Consider 3 possible cases for  , each contradicting the stability
of ℂ:
(a)   consists of forward edges only. In this case   and ℂ( (1′)) must have a suﬃx in common.
Speciﬁcally,   must be of the form “  ℂ( (ℓ))” for some path   and some ℓ ∈{ ℓ2,ℓ 3,...,ℓ  +1},
i.e. the forward exit node  (ℓ)o fNodeSubstitute(ℓ) is visited by (at least) two distinct paths
of ℂ,n a m e l y ,ℂ( (1′)) and ℂ( ′′( )). This implies that, in NodeSubstitute(ℓ), (at least) two of
the three edges in
{( ′′(ℓ),  ′(ℓ)), ( ′′(ℓ),  ′(ℓ)), ( ′′(ℓ),  ′(ℓ))}
are used by ℂ. This contradicts the stability of ℂ, since exactly one of these 3 edges can be
used in a stable conﬁguration.
(b)   includes a backward edge. Every backward edge enters  (1′), which implies   =   ℂ( (1′))
for some path  .I nt h i sc a s e ,
weight□
(
ℂ( ′( ))
)
=4 + weight□ (ℂ( ( )))
=4 + weight□ ( )+weight□
(
ℂ( (1′))
)
> 1+weight□
(
ℂ( (1′))
)
=  □( ′( ), (1′)) + weight□
(
ℂ( (1′))
)
Contradicting the stability of ℂ.
(c)   includes an upward edge. Every upward edge enter  (1), which implies   =     (1) for
some path   (a possibly empty sequence of nodes) and node   in the set:
{ ′′( )∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }∪{  ′′( )∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }∪{  ′′( )∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }
If   is a square node (round node, diamond node, resp.), consider the path ℂ( ′′( )) (the
path ℂ( ′′( )), the path ℂ( ′( )), resp.) in order to get a contradiction. With no loss of
generality, suppose   is a square node, and consider the path ℂ( ′′( )) =  ′′( )  ′( )  ( )   =
 ′′( )  ′( )  ( )     (1) — the two other cases are treated similarly. In this case,
weight∘
(
ℂ( ′′( ))
)
=1 + 4 + weight∘ ( ( )    )+$
> $
=  ∘( ′′( ), (1))
Contradicting the stability of ℂ.
Hence ℂ( (1′)) mentions every node in { (1′), (1), (2),..., ( )}. It is straightforward to check
that the path ℂ( (1′)) maps back to a Hamiltonian path ℓ1 ℓ2 ...ℓ   ℓ +1 from 1′ to 1 in  ′.T h i s
concludes the proof.
12A.3 Final Proof of Theorem 5.2
This is an adaptation of the construction and argument presented in Section A.2 above. We highlight
the diﬀerences in the construction of  ( ), then focus more closely on the argument, now a bit
more involved, that   has a Hamiltonian circuit iﬀ  ( ) has a stable conﬁguration.
Figure 8: Nodes 1 and 1′ of  ′ are mapped to nodes  (1) and  (1′)o f ( ), respectively. We add
two additional nodes,  (1′′)a n d (1′′′), one diamond and one round, in  ( ). This ﬁgure shows
the subgraph of  ( ) consisting of all the edges between the 4 nodes  (1), (1′), (1′′)a n d (1′′′),
as well as their weight assignments; all edges between these 4 nodes and other nodes of  ( )a r e
omitted in the ﬁgure, namely, all edges from other nodes of  ( )t o (1),  (1′′)a n d (1′′′), and all
edges from  (1′) to other nodes of  ( ). In a stable conﬁguration ℂ of  ( )r o o t e da t (1), i.e.
with all paths directed towards the destination node  (1), either ℂ includes both edge ( (1′′), (1))
and edge ( (1′′′), (1)), or ℂ includes both edge ( (1′′), (1′)) and edge ( (1′′′), (1′)). In the ﬁrst
case,  (1′) reaches  (1) via  (1′′)o r (1′′′), in the second case  (1′) reaches  (1) via other nodes of
 ( ).
As in Section A.2, let   = ⟨{1,2,..., }, ⟩. The construction of the intermediary graph  ′
is identical to that in Section A.2, and the diﬀerences in the construction of  ( )f r o m ′ are
summarized in Figure 8 and Figure 12. All the earlier comments on the construction of  ( )i n
Section A.2 apply again here, with the following diﬀerences:
∙ Nodes 1 and 1′ of  ′ are mapped to nodes  (1) and  (1′)o f ( ), respectively, as in Sec-
tion A.2. But now we introduce two new nodes, one diamond  (1′′) and one round  (1′′′),
which are connected to  (1) and  (1′) as shown in Figure 8.
∙ In the earlier construction of  ( ) in Section A.2, there was a single backward edge from
 (1′)t o (1) with weight assignment “1/1/1/1+3⋅  ”. Now there are two backward paths
from  (1′)t o (1), namely,  1=“  (1′)  (1′′)  (1)” and  2=“  (1′)  (1′′′)  (1)”, with the
following weights:
weight□ ( 1) = 2 weight∘ ( 1) = 1 + $ weight⋄ ( 1) = 3 + 6 ⋅  
weight□ ( 2) = 2 weight∘ ( 2) = 3 + 6 ⋅   weight⋄ ( 2) = 1 + $
∙ Every earlier mention of the nodes  ′′( )o r ′′( ) in Section A.2 is now changed to  ′′′( )o r
 ′′′( ), respectively.
∙ Every earlier mention of the weight assignment “6/6/6/3” is now changed to “6/6/6”.
13∙ As in Section A.2,  ( ) is obtained by assembling NodeSubstitute(1),...,NodeSubstitute( )
together. In particular, there is an edge from  (1′) to one of the three entry nodes (it does not
matter which) of NodeSubstitute( ) iﬀ there is an edge from node 1′ to node   in  ′.
Let ℂ be a stable conﬁguration of ( ). An inspection of the weight assignments in Figure 8 readily
shows the following:
(†) ℂ includes edge ( (1′′), (1)) iﬀ ℂ includes edge ( (1′′′), (1)).
(‡) ℂ includes edge ( (1′′), (1′)) iﬀ ℂ includes edge ( (1′′′), (1′)).
(†′)I fℂ includes both edge ( (1′′), (1)) and edge ( (1′′′), (1)),
then ℂ includes edge ( (1′), (1′′)) or edge ( (1′), (1′′′)) – but not both.
(‡′)I fℂ excludes both edge ( (1′′), (1)) and edge ( (1′′′), (1)),
then ℂ includes both edge ( (1′′), (1′)) and edge ( (1′′′), (1′)).
To prove the left-to-right implication of (†), suppose ℂ includes ( (1′′), (1)). Then, given the weights
shown in Figure 8, ℂ must include ( (1′), (1′′)), i.e., the path ℂ( (1′)) from  (1′)t o (1) does not
use any forward or upward edges of  ( ). Given the weights of Figure 8 again, it follows that
ℂ( (1′′′)) = ( (1′′′), (1)), i.e., ℂ includes edge ( (1′′′), (1)). A similar argument proves the right-to-
left implication of (†). Assertion (‡) is an immediate consequence of (†). We omit the straightforward
proof of assertions (†′)a n d( ‡′).
Proof of: If   has a Hamiltonian cycle then  ( ) has a stable conﬁguration
The argument here follows the earlier argument in Section A.2. We construct the desired conﬁgura-
tion ℂ as in Section A.2, but we need here to cover the two additional nodes  (1′′)a n d (1′′′). For
this, we simply add the two edges ( (1′′), (1′)) and ( (1′′′), (1′)) to ℂ. With the weight assignments
shown in Figure 8 and Figure 12, it is easy to see that:
weight⋄
(
ℂ( (1′′))
)
= weight∘
(
ℂ( (1′′′))
)
=1 + 6 ⋅  
Since  ⋄( (1′′), (1)) =  ∘( (1′′′), (1)) = 2 + 6 ⋅  , the conﬁguration ℂ is stable. We omit all
remaining straightforward details, all adapted from the earlier version.
Proof of: If  ( ) has a stable conﬁguration then   has a Hamiltonian cycle
Suppose  ( ) has a stable conﬁguration ℂ, from which we shall construct a Hamiltonian path  
from 1′ to 1 in  ′.B yf a c t( †), we have one of two possible cases:
∙ either ℂ includes both edge ( (1′′), (1)) and edge ( (1′′′), (1)),
∙ or ℂ excludes both edge ( (1′′), (1)) and edge ( (1′′′), (1)).
It cannot be the ﬁrst case because, otherwise, every node in:
{ ′( )∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }∪{  ′( )∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }
14would have to reach destination  (1) via the backward edges and through  (1′′), and every node in:
{ ′( )∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }
would have to reach destination  (1) via the backward edges and through  (1′′′). But this would
make every NodeSubstitute( ) unstable – for the same reason given in Section A.2.
Hence, ℂ must exclude both edge ( (1′′), (1)) and edge ( (1′′′), (1)), which implies that  (1′)
must reach  (1) via a sequence of forward and/or upward edges. And ℂ must also include the edge
( (1′′), (1′)) and edge ( (1′′′), (1′)), by fact (‡′).
Note that  (1′), (1′′)a n d (1′′′) are a square node, a diamond node and a round node, respec-
tively. Hence, the path ℂ( (1′)) cannot contain an upward edge, because two of the three weights
of the latter (□-weight, ∘-weight and ⋄-weight) are equal to “$”, which is larger than at least one of
the corresponding weights of the paths  1a n d 2. Hence, ℂ( (1′)) must be a sequence of forward
edges only, and thus of the form:
ℂ( (1′)) =  (ℓ1)  1  1  (ℓ2)  2  2  (ℓ3) ⋅⋅⋅        (ℓ +1)
where ℓ1 =1 ′, ℓ +1 =1 ,  ⩽   and every consecutive pair “     ” must be a member of the set:
{“ ′′( )  ′( )”∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }∪{ “ ′′( )  ′( )”∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }∪{ “ ′′′( )  ′( )”∣1 ⩽   ⩽  }
for every 1 ⩽   ⩽  . Inspecting the weights shown in Figure 12, it is easy to see that:
weight□
(
ℂ( (1′))
)
= weight∘
(
ℂ( (1′))
)
= weight⋄
(
ℂ( (1′))
)
=6⋅  
We claim that, in fact,   =  , i.e. every node in { (1′), (1), (2),..., ( )} occurs in the path
ℂ( (1′)). The proof of the claim is by contradiction, and is a straightforward adaptation of the
earlier proof in Section A.2. All remaining details are left to the reader. This concludes the ﬁnal
proof of Theorem 5.2.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 4.2
Let   = ⟨ , , ⟩ where ⟨ , ⟩ is a dag. Because there is a path from every node   to  ,b yt h e
deﬁnition of what a network is, this dag must be rooted at  .
We assume there is a total ordering < on   , which can be extended to directed paths in  , i.e.
ﬁnite sequences over   , in the obvious lexicographic ordering. It follows that, given two arbitrary
directed paths   and   in  , it is the case that either  < or  < or   =  .
Let   be a node in   other than  ,w i t h  ∈  # where # ∈{ □,∘,⋄}. Because ⟨ , ⟩ is a
dag, there are ﬁnitely many paths from   to  ,s a y , 1,...,   . Deﬁne bestPath( ) as the unique
  ∈{  1,...,   } such that:
1. weight# ( ) ⩽ weight# ( ) for every   ∈{  1,...,   },
2.  < for every   ∈{  1,...,   } such that weight# ( )=weight# ( ).
Thus, every node has a best path. We next deﬁne a partial order on the set of all best paths. Let  
and   be arbitrary nodes other than  ,w i t h :
bestPath( )= 0  1 ⋅⋅⋅      and bestPath( ′)=  ′
0   ′
1 ⋅⋅⋅   ′
ℓ  
15where   =  0,  ′ =   ′
0,   ⩾ 0a n dℓ ⩾ 0. We deﬁne:
bestPath( ) ≽ bestPath( ′)i ﬀ   =   ′
0
In the special case when   = 0, i.e. when bestPath( )i so fl e n g t h1 ,i tm u s ta l s ob et h ec a s et h a t  =
 0 =   ′
0 =   and ℓ = 0, i.e. bestPath( )=bestPath( ′). We write bestPath( ) ≻ bestPath( ′)i f
bestPath( ) ≽ bestPath( ′)a n dbestPath( ) ∕= bestPath( ′).
If   i sap a t ho ft h ef o r m  =  ′  ′′,w ew r i t e / ′′ to denote  ′, i.e. what is left of   after chopping
oﬀ the suﬃx  ′′. Consider now a strictly descending chain of best paths, say:
bestPath( 0) ≻ bestPath( 1) ≻ bestPath( 2) ≻ ⋅⋅⋅
where for every   ⩾ 0w eh a v e :
bestPath(  )=  ,0   ,1 ⋅⋅⋅   ,   
for some    ⩾ 0a n dw h e r e   =   ,0. By the observation in the preceding paragraph, if    =0 ,
then bestPath(  ) is of length 1 and it must be the last entry in the descending chain. Moreover,
this chain can be extended as long as the last entry is path of length 2 or more. Consider now the
following sequence:
  = bestPath( 0)/( 0, 0  ) bestPath( 1)/( 1, 1  ) bestPath( 2)/( 2, 2  ) ⋅⋅⋅
which is clearly a directed path through the network. Because ⟨ , ⟩ is a dag,   is acyclic. Hence,
the chain of best paths under consideration must terminate, and it must terminate with a best path
of length 1.
Hence, in every   = ⟨ , , ⟩ where ⟨ , ⟩ is a dag, there is always a node   such that
bestPath( ) is of length 1. (This is not the case if ⟨ , ⟩ is not a dag, as illustrated by any of the
networks depicted in Figure 1, or 2, or 3.)
The rest of the proof is an induction on the size  , i.e. the number of nodes in the network
  = ⟨ , , ⟩.I f  =1o r  = 2, the result is immediate:   has a stable conﬁguration.
For the induction step, suppose the result is true for every network with   ⩾ 3 nodes. Consider
an arbitrary network   = ⟨ , , ⟩ with   + 1 nodes. We need to prove that   has a stable
conﬁguration. Consider an arbitrary node   in   such that the length of bestPath( ) is 1, i.e.
bestPath( )=   . Such a node   exists, as shown above. We construct another network  
′
from
  by deleting node   in a particular way. How   is deleted is shown in Figure 9 informally.
The construction shown in Figure 9 is not yet completed, because it may introduce multiple edges
in  
′
between the   -nodes and  . We explain how to eliminate multiple edges in the case of node
  , and the same can be done again for the other   -nodes in the ﬁgure. Suppose that in the original
network  , there is already an edge from   to  ,w h i c hw ec a l l . Suppose also that   ∈  # where
# ∈{ □,∘,⋄}. In the new network  
′
, we deﬁne the weights of edge ( , ) as follows:
 ( , )= (  □( , ) /  ∘( , ) /  ⋄( , ))
=
⎧
    ⎨
    ⎩
( □( ) /  ∘( ) /  ⋄( )) if  #( ) < +   and # = □,
( □( ) /  ∘( ) /  ⋄( )) if  #( ) < +   and # = ∘,
( □( ) /  ∘( ) /  ⋄( )) if  #( ) < +   and # = ⋄,
(  +  / +  / +  )o t h e r w i s e .
16Figure 9: At the top, network   before node   is deleted. At the bottom, network  
′
after node
  is deleted. For purposes of illustration, we show the case when there are 3 edges incoming to  
and 3 edges outgoing from  , including the edge ( , ). All the edges from the   -nodes to  ,a l l
the edges from   to the  -nodes, and edge ( , ), are deleted. New edges from the   -nodes to  
are added, with the weights as shown.
The underlying graph of the new network  
′
is clearly a dag. By the induction hypothesis,  
′
has
a stable conﬁguration. It is now an easy argument (omitted here) to show that   also has a stable
conﬁguration, obtained by adding the edge ( , ) to the stable conﬁguration in  
′
.
17Figure 10: NodeSubstitute( ) replaces node   in the construction of network  ( ) from graph  .W e
use several conventions to help understand the functioning of NodeSubstitute( ): ∙ Edges inherited
from   are in heavy boldface. ∙ The subgraph with edges in medium boldface is a copy of   unstable,
the inherently unstable network in Figure 3. ∙ The weight denoted “$” is a “very large number”,
e.g. an integer strictly larger than the sum of all the other weights in  ( ) other than “$” itself.
∙ Nodes  ( ), ( ), ( )a n d ( ) are all of the same kind, which is a new 4-th kind (called “bullet”)
diﬀerent from the three other kinds (“square”, “round” and “diamond”). ∙ The 4-th weight on edges
not accessible from  ( ),  ( ), and  ( ), plays no role and is therefore omitted – these are all the
edges outgoing from nodes  ( ),  ( )a n d ( ). ∙ For simplicity we omit weight labels of edges
whose weight assignment is “1/1/1” or “1/1/1/1”.
18Figure 11: ℂ  is a spanning forest (the boldface edges) covering all the nodes of NodeSubstitute( ).
ℂ  is part of the stable conﬁguration ℂ of network  ( ) induced by a Hamiltonian path   from 1′
to 1 in graph  ′. The ﬁgure illustrates the case when   contains the edge ( , )f r o mn o d e  to node
 , and the edge ( , )f r o mn o d e  to node  ,i n ′. Simular ﬁgures, here omitted, illustrate the other
cases, i.e. when   contains one of the other edges incoming to   or outgoing from  .
19Figure 12: NodeSubstitute( ) restricted to 3 routing policies. We follow the same graphical conven-
tions as in Figure 10, but note the diﬀerences: ∙ Nodes  ( ), ( ), ( )a n d ( ) are now all “square”
nodes. ∙ There is no longer a 4-th weight on edges, and all omitted weight labels are “1/1/1”. ∙
Square node  ′′( ) in Figure 10 is now replaced by round node  ′′′( ).
20